SKYpower
Power to the people

The SKYfi Lounge portfolio
Subline

SKYpower is one of the most technologically advanced aircraft in-seat power and cabin power management systems
available on the market today. The product is designed to guarantee airline passengers sufﬁcient power to use their
personal electronic devices, including laptops, smartphones and tablets, while in ﬂight.

Outreach your customers expectations
SKYpower offers the flexibility to work with the latest cabin and
consumer technologies and can be accessed via USB and 110
volts AC. The system’s scalable, modular architecture and functionality mean it is fully adaptable to customer requirements.
The system is designed and manufactured by KID-Systeme,
which constantly examines and anticipates new market trends
and developments to ensure a long and dependable service life
for its products.

Pioneer in the power market
Over 400,000 seats on the world’s most renowned airlines are
equipped with SKYpower, or components from the SKYpower
family, making KID-Systeme a global market leader. SKYpower
features on aircraft from leading aircraft manufacturers including Airbus and Boeing. Unique patented safety features and
state-of-the-art technology distinguish SKYpower in the market
and ensure reliability. SKYpower was launched in 1999, when it
revolutionised the in-flight passenger experience. The product
blends seamlessly into existing cabin designs, allowing for easy
installation and integration.
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SKYpower classic
The classic SKYpower package is the most popular and widely-used. It provides an interface suitable for every 110-volt power
plug design. Personal electronic devices, such as laptops or
tablets, can easily be recharged during flight, saving passengers
time and hassle.
SKYpower USB
This solution provides an interface suitable for every plug with
a USB interface. SKYpower USB operates with high power
efficiency and is a lighter SKYpower option, passing on costsavings to the airline.
SKYpower BIZ Jet
The SKYpower bizJet package is designed for corporate aircraft
and provides AC- and USB-power solutions. This modular
package is highly adaptable, enabling it to work with any interior
specification or configuration
SKYpower combined
The SKYpower combined package is available to passenger
airlines wanting to offer AC- and USB-power. The combination
allows for fast and simultaneous recharging of multiple devices.

A short overview about SKYpower
Scalable, modular architecture and functionality adaptable
to customer needs
Access via USB and 110 volts AC
Guarantees sufficient power to use own personal devices such
as laptops, tablets and smartphones
Unique patented safety features and state-of-the-art technology

SKYpower services
Dedicated SKYpower services staff are available 24/7 to assist
with any queries or issues quickly and efficiently. SKYpower services is supported by a worldwide network of repair locations.
In perfect harmony
The SKYpower product range can be complemented by selecting the respective solutions from SKYfi, KID-Systeme’s wireless
content distribution entertainment option. SKYpower and SKYfi
are multi-fleet products and can be installed by supplemental
type certificate (STC) on all major commercial aircraft.
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